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Hi and good afternoon,

 

Another day, another green day… all day long. Today’s play started green and stayed green from

bell to bell. Volume was big, as was activity. It was a bit higher priced than usual and as such its

15% was fun, yet its run didn’t quite provide the heart pounding jolt that we’ve felt so, so many

times this year with bigger double and triple-digit runners. Our biggest runs this year have been 1)

low in price with 2) scorching hot charts...

 

… which is exactly what we’re focused on tonight with our new play Southcorp Capital (STHC).

Every week this year, except this one (it’s only Tuesday) we’ve seen a run of three-digits or

greater. That’s at least one 100pct run or higher every week this year. STHC is just 3 cents and

has a gorgeous chart. But that’s not the most impressive part, what‘s shocking is how well it is

keeping its momentum and holding its price at new higher levels.

 

If you know anything about the small markets you know that volatility is everywhere. A dip after a

big run… a rebound waiting after a major selloff.

 

This is what makes STHC so incredibly special… it’s been running in one direction for a month! No

kidding, take a look:

 

 

Almost one month ago STHC slid to 0014. That means it has moved over 2K% to get to its currently

level… so yes, I think this one has proven it can move… and move BIG!

 

Heck, the RSI is over 80!

 

Now look at the chart over the past few days; you’ll see that STHC has methodically TRIPLED as it

has steadily climbed north over these past few sessions.
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STHC was green again today. It is not showing any signs of slowing down, in fact, the indicators are

getting even more attractive:

 

Tonight’s New Technical Play: Southcorp Capital, Inc. (STHC)

Company Website     ::     Quote & Indicators

 

Chart Indicators (source: StockTA)

Overall: Bullish     ::     Short: Bullish     ::     Intermediate: Bullish

 

Recent CandleStick Analysis – Very Bullish

February 24, 2015 – Homing Pigeon

 

Short Term Indicators

Exponential Moving Average: Very Bullish

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence: Very Bullish

Low Analysis: Bullish

 

Medium Term Indicators

Exponential Moving Average: Very Bullish

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence: Very Bullish

Relative Strength Index: Very Bullish

Three Day Displaced Moving Average: Bullish

Fibonacci: Bullish

 

As you can see, not only does STHC look Bullish for the short and medium-terms, but just today

Candlestick Analysis had shown a “Very Bullish” Homing Pigeon indicator.

 

It seems quite a bit of buzz is starting to generate throughout the small markets… and why not,

we’re certainly watching something quite rare and very special develop right before our very eyes.

 

Yet technicals are not everything and although I would certainly call this a “technical play” first and

foremost, STHC has also been releasing some VERY interesting news of late.

 

For instance, take a look at this remarkable news story:
SouthCorp Capital Announces It Has Made Offer to Purchase a 20K Square Foot Factory
 

Now let’s get into some operational details…

 

About SouthCorp Capital:

STHC is focused on the acquisition of residential, commercial and industrial properties. As part of

their strategy, the Company acquires and renovates single-family and multi-family properties in the

U.S. with the intent of reselling the property after renovations have occurred.

 

We have seen some giant news out of this Company in recent months which has the potential to

generate significant revenue.

 

Just days ago, the Company announced that it made an offer to acquire an approximately 20k

sq/ft facility in Indiana. The factory would be capable of producing up to 50Mln cans per year for

Nate’s Food Co., which would generate up to 25Mln Dlrs per year in revenue for STHC.

 

The factory includes 5 acres that the Company can build to expand the capacity of the factory to

250Mln cans per year.

 

As part of the recent news, the Company announced that it had agreed to acquire a new rotary

piston filling can line for Nate’s Food Co. The equipment cost approximately $400k and the

Company receives revenue for each can produced from the equipment.

 

The new line will be capable of producing between 8-10Mln cans per year. The Company is

currently forecasting that the new equipment will generate approximately 1Mln Dlrs per year in

revenue. Once the factory in Indiana is completely built, the Company expects to generate

revenues of 10-30Mln Dlrs per year.

 

Now in addition to the recent news regarding the Can Filling facility, the Company has another very

different business in which they acquire and renovate properties throughout the U.S. Their real

estate investments are focused on properties that are undervalued and/or in need of some

repairs. 

 

The Company currently holds and has sold numerous properties. You can view a list of their

properties with pictures on their website, http://www.southcorpcapital.com/properities/

 

There are numerous other properties that can be seen in the Company’s recent headlines:
http://finance.yahoo.com/q/h?s=STHC+Headlines
 

Their potential property acquisitions must meet the following criteria:

 

Historic and projected population growth

Historically high levels of tenant demand

Markets with historic and growing numbers of a classified and affordable workforce

High historic and projected employment growth

Markets with high levels of insured populations

Stable household income and general economic stability



Stable household income and general economic stability

Sound real estate fundamentals (such as high occupancy rates and strong rent potential)

 

The Company’s corporate plan is to initially acquire houses to renovate and flip. They then want to

use the cash generated from the sale of these houses to acquire properties such as apartment

complexes, senior living facilities, and/or mobile home parks.

 

In news announced by STHC, the Company reported that they have begun developing a site plan

for a 30+ apartment complex on its 1.4acres parcel in Indiana. The development of the site plan

is part of the Company’s strategy to have 500 apartments in the next 3 years.

 

The Company goal is to be able to increase its dividends to $150-$200k per month without any

major change to its current share structure.

 

They plan on flipping one house a month to build up their cash position. Then they want to

increase it to 2-3 houses per month within the next 90 days. They expect the average profit per

house to be in the range of $35k-$70k.

 

STHC has a LOT going on for the Company at the moment.

 

Some of these news releases mention numbers that are eons away from what you’d expect from a

small markets company… but then again it is the Real Deal.

 

And don’t get me wrong… those operations are exciting… but this is not an operations play, this is

a beautiful, straight up, no joke, chart play.

 

With technicals this impressive we could be looking at a massive upside.

 

The chart looks Bullish with many indicators screaming “Green,” or “Bullish” or even “Very Bullish”

right now… the sky could be the limit.

 

Currently at just 03 even a slight move could translate to Monstrous Percentages.

 

If the factory were capable of producing up to 50Mln cans per year, it would generate up to 25Mln

Dlrs per year in revenue for STHC.

 

Consider also that STHC has climbed hundreds of percent to it currently level… we could be in for

something special. STHC could have what it takes to move Very Quickly Very Soon.

 

Remember, we always encourage you to do further research. Never take our word for it, read our

disclaimer to see why, and of course always consult a professional.

 

Just because a situation looks great things can still go wrong and often do. Be smart and protect

yourself.

 

 

Enjoy your afternoon,

 

 

The Freak

 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

This is a paid email ad for the company or companies mentioned herein. This paid advertisement does not provide an analysis

of any company's financial position, operations or prospects and as such this is not to be construed as a recommendation or a

solicitation to buy or sell shares in any company. Do not base any investment and/or financial decisions upon any of the

materials found on our website or in our newsletter publication(s) such as this one. Market365, LLC, the author of this

newsletter and the website(s) associated with this email publication and its affiliates and contractors are not a Registered

Investment Advisor, Broker Dealer or a member of any association for other research providers in any jurisdiction

whatsoever and we are not qualified to give financial advice

Our full disclaimer is to be read and fully understood before using our site, reading our newsletter or joining our email list: Full

Disclaimer

Release of Liability: Through use of this newsletter or viewing or using our website(s), you agree to hold Market365, its

operators, owners, employees and/or contractors harmless and to completely release them from any and all liability due to any

and all losses (monetary or otherwise), damages (monetary or otherwise) that may occur and/or that you may incur.

This is a paid email message: Market365 and its employees are not a Registered Investment Advisor, Broker Dealer or a

member of any association for other research providers in any jurisdiction whatsoever and we are not qualified to give

financial advice. Market365 is a media and advertising firm that is often compensated by the companies profiled in our

newsletter(s) and/or on our website(s). Compensation is received via bank wire. We never receive compensation in shares. All

compensation is disclosed in our newsletter(s) and/or on our website(s).

Compensation: We have been compensated three thous and five hundred dollars cash by a third party, 007 Stock Chat LLC,

for this two-day marketing campaign of Southcorp Capital. All compensation is received via bank wire transfer. We do not own

any shares or hold any positions in Southcorp Capital.

Conflict of Interest: We do not investigate the background of any third party. The third party may have shares and may

liquidate them, which may negatively affect the stock price. The above compensation constitutes a conflict of interest as to

our ability to remain objective in our communication regarding the profiled company.

Forward looking statements: The Priv. Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a 'safe harbor' in regard to

forward-looking statements. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations,

beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of historical

fact may be "forward looking statements". Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and projections

at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks an uncertainties which could cause actual outcomes or

events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward looking statements in this action may be identified

through use of words such as "projects", "foresee", "expects", "will", "anticipates", "estimates", "believes", "understands", or

that by statements indicating certain actions "may", "could", or "might" occur. Understand there is no assurance past
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that by statements indicating certain actions "may", "could", or "might" occur. Understand there is no assurance past

performance will be indicative of future outcomes.

Information: Market365 is committed to providing factual information on the companies that are profiled. However, we do not

provide any assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided, including information regarding a

profiled company's plans or ability to effect any planned or proposed actions. Market365 has no first-hand knowledge of any

profiled company's operations and therefore cannot comment on their capabilities, intent, resources, nor experience and we

make no attempt to do so. Statistical information, dollar amounts, and market size data was provided by the subject company

and related sources which we believe to be reliable. To the fullest extent of the law, Market365 will not be liable to any person

or entity for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of the information provided in the alert, or for any

direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, unique or punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we

provide to any person or entity (including, but not limited to, lost profits, missed events, trading losses, and damages that

may be the outcome from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information). 

Third Party Websites: This email may provide hyperlinks to third party websites or entry to third party content. Market365,

its owners, officers, directors, contractors and employees are not responsible for errors and omissions nor does Market365

control, endorse, or assure the accuracy of any content found in such sites. By viewing, or using the website or

communications originating from this release, you agree that Market365, its owners, officers, directors, contractors and

employees, are not responsible for any content, associated links, resources, or services associated with a third party

website. You further agree that Market365, its owners, officers, directors, contractors and employees shall not be liable for

any loss or damage of any sort associated with your use of third party content. Links and entry to these sites are provided

for your convenience only.

This email is based entirely upon information gathered from public information. Although the information contained in this e-

mail is believed to be reliable, Market365 makes no warranties as to the accuracy of the content of this e-mail, expressly

disclaims and accepts no responsibility or accountability for how readers may choose to utilize the content of this e-mail.

Market365 does not verify the validity of any press releases in this electronic communication. Readers are strongly urged to

independently verify all statements made in this email and to perform their own due diligence on this or any other advertised

company, including but not limited to consulting with a qualified investment professional, reviewing the publicly available

financial statements of, and other information about these featured companies and verifying that an investment in that

company is appropriate and suitable for you.

Many companies have filed information with state securities regulators and many companies will supply prospective investors

with additional information upon request. We encourage you to invest carefully and read investment information available at

the websites of the SEC at sec.gov and FINRA at finra.org.
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